Ivo Valkenburg
“I look forward to a world where, whenever people see someone living a prosperous,
fulfilled, happy life, the first question they will ask is: Who is your financial advisor?’

Ivo Valkenburg (Netherlands, 1966) is a highly versatile person. He is not
easy to pigeonhole. Above all, he is an inspired man with a vision on money
and finance as a tool for positive change in society. His enthusiasm is
awakening the inner voice and beauty of people and organizations. He has
been a spiritual knight in the world of financial services for more than 30
years. He started as a financial planner and retirement consultant (15 years
founder and owner of a Dutch broker with 9 employees, and sold his
business to ING Bank), created a knowledge center for financial planners, still
running under the name Moneyiew Support), later he became active as a
professional speaker, trainer (‘total intelligence in financial services’
IQ + EQ + SQ) and business consultant who specialize in issues of personal,
organizational and community transformation. Above all he is a man with a
mission. ‘If there is one thing that money and matter can contribute to, it is
to the creation of Heaven on Earth’. It’s his dream to see all living beings on
Planet Earth back in their original state of being. Freed from illusion and lack
of freedom. Restored in connection with themselves and everything.
In the Netherlands, Ivo is regularly quoted and interviewed for radio, TV and
other media. He is the author of two Dutch written books (1) Spirit in Finance
and (2) Pure Life – a plea for love as legal tender. His latest book will soon
(February 2017) be published in English as well. It is about how more and
more people dare to trust the power of love in all aspects of life, without
judgement or expectations. He created an English language website around
this book: www.lovemadevisible.eu.
Specialities: Author, Keynote Speaker, Business Coach and Advisor to Leaders
in the Business World. Heart People (Emotional Intelligence), Heart Economics
(genuine wealth and happiness), Financial Planning.

There are two wolves inside of you
The wolf of good and the wolf of evil

More and more people dare to trust the power of love. Doctors, journalists,
Architects, teachers, managers, entrepreneurs and scientists. Men, Women and
children. From every country in this world, from every religion, philosophy,
political conviction or status. They have all decided to be fully human again. To
really come home within themselves, their fellow human beings, nature and society.
To find the essence of life in the flow of the authentic self.
When people renew themselves, another renewal takes place which vitalizes
their surroundings, in their workplace, in enterprises and organisations. Traditional
organisational and earning structures, based on fear, checks and control are
exchanged, step by step, for new structures based on true meaning, freedom and
autonomy.
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• Why is it worthwhile to take love as basis for life
• What does love give to us
• How do you practice love

Ivo Valkenburg (born 1966) stands for the enabling of an
economy of well-being and happiness. He engages with
substantial renewal of classical thought models and its
practical applications. In doing so, he just looks beyond the
material side of life. He considers that man again should
correspond to the divine model, which one carries in within,
as the highest ideal. He views that the love (heart and
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(to be published in February 2017)
About the work of Ivo
The focus of Ivo’s work is on:
To make visible how beautiful in their origin human beings, business
and life are on Earth.
The development of a platform of more than 1000 examples of people,
companies and organizations who work a pure intention to a new economy in
which the highest nature of man is the starting point
www.lovemadevisible.eu
To internationally connect people in the financial sector to create a human
economy and to show how money and service can serve people, nature and
society www.newfinancialforum.org
Facilitating companies and organizations to work from the originally
human power.
As a member of the core team of Next Step Factory (www.nextstepfactory.nl)
To assist sustainable transition in business either alone or in cooperation
with third parties
Education and training in the development of the human dimension in
entrepreneurship and organizational development
Advice, mediation and transformer in the resolution of issues and conflicts
from the highest nature of man (beyond the process of mediation)
Intensive support of entrepreneurs in goals from the core of the heart
through a one year training program called the NSF Leap
www.nsfleap.nl

Guidance of enterprising people, individually, in relationships and in
groups, in order to experience the essence of who they really are and to
give full expression in everyday life.
The Organization of individual and group retreats in the mountains of
Transylvania at Transilvania Retreat Center, A Center for Co-Creating a
Society of Love of which Ivo is the founder and owner, together with his wife
Liliana Valkenburg-Baumann.
www.transilvania.nl
Writing and publishing articles, interviews and books about life and
business from the core of being fully human.
Spirit in Finance, let your light shine in the world of money and matter. A
plea for love as legal tender
Pure Life, A Plea for Love as Legal Tender
The series ' Crazy Ones ' in VVP Magazine
Periodic contributions to BRES Magazine, New Financial Magazine, CHANGE
Magazine, and other magazines
International giving lectures about the power of love and connection
(emotional intelligence)
• In the world of financial services
• for organizations that are active on transition in society
Linkedin
Facebook
Twitter

https://nl.linkedin.com/in/ivovalkenburg
https://web.facebook.com/ivo.valkenburg
https://twitter.com/IvoValkenburg

Email

ivo@ivovalkenburg.nl
‘You can only go as far with a client, as you can go with yourself’
Ivo Valkenburg

